ABSTRACT This paper presents a fast and efficient cryptosystem for enciphering digital images. It employs two of the most prominent dynamical systems-chaotic maps and cellular automata. The key streams in the proposed encryption scheme are derived from the SHA-256 hash function. Hash functions produce the digest of the input plaintext, known as a hash value, which can be considered as a unique signature of the input. This makes the keys more plaintext dependent, which is a desirable property of a robust cryptosystem. These key streams are used as the secret keys (i.e., initial conditions and control parameters) of an improved one-dimensional (1-D) chaotic map, i.e., the Logistic-Sine map. As far as we know, this paper is a first that combines the well-known diffusion-confusion architecture and the fourth order 1-D memory cellular automata (MCA) for image encryption. First, a pixel-wise XOR operation is applied to the original image, followed by a pixel-wise random permutation. The resulting image is decomposed into four blocks according to the quadtree decomposition strategy. Then, a fourth order reversible MCA is applied, the blocks obtained from the quadtree decomposition are considered as the initial MCA configurations, and the transition rules are determined using the chaotic map. The performance analyses show that the proposed encryption scheme presents a high immunity against all kind of attacks while maintaining a low complexity, which outcome a notably better performance/complexity trade-off compared to some recently proposed image schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the unprecedented advancement in technology and aggressive expansion in internet usage, the amount of data generated and its distribution over various networks has increased remarkably. As the number of people using the internet has passed four billion marks in 2018, it is obvious to observe a surge in both the generation and the distribution of multimedia data, especially digital images. However, the security, integrity, and authenticity of this huge amount of digital data have become a crucial challenge for both the users as well as the organizations dealing with it. In particular, sensitive information like confidential military and medical images are at high risk of being intercepted by
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intruders. To meet these security challenges, development of robust cryptographic schemes is quite essential. These schemes help secure communication of data between the sender and the authorized receivers having common security keys. Apart from the security aspects, high computational speed is also a desirable criterion for an efficient cryptosystem to be incorporated with a real-time communication.
Multimedia data like high-quality digital images are too bulky regarding data size, therefore, cryptographic schemes like DES, 3DES, and AES are unable to meet the requirements of high computational speed. Besides, image encryption schemes follow two main categories: modular arithmetic-based algorithms (like most of the algorithms which rely on the substitution-permutation-diffusion architecture [1] - [3] ) and algorithms entirely based on an analytical mathematics approach (e.g., algebraic methods and methods derived from number theory). There is no doubt on the robustness of many of algorithms modeled wholly by mathematical approaches, but most of the recently developed ones fit the category of modular arithmetic due to its lower computational complexity [4] . Encryption schemes associated with modular arithmetic are introduced to offer alternatives which give a mathematical approaches-like performance while maintaining a decreased complexity. In this context, we propose a new image encryption scheme, based on modular arithmetic with one-time key generation [5] , to boost the ratio performance/complexity.
A wide range of encryption algorithms that belong to the modular arithmetic class employs dynamical systems. Cryptosystems based on dynamical systems are gaining more attention as they surpass the issues of security, authenticity and computational speed.
Chaotic maps are one of the most promising dynamical systems to design cryptosystems because the discrete dynamic chaotic maps have an inherent property of hiding relationship between initial and final states [6] . This unpredictable nature of chaotic map components makes it more suitable for constructing image cryptosystems. Confusion and diffusion are two basic and important phases of a chaos-based system. Confusion withholds any correspondence between the key and the ciphertext, and it is usually achieved by permutation of pixels using chaotic maps without making any changes in the pixel values. Diffusion, on the other hand, ensures that changing any pixel in the original image leads to the change in multiple pixels of the cipher image. Owing to its significant relevance in the design of image cryptosystems, researchers have proposed many variants and improved algorithms to encrypt digital images using chaotic maps including [7] - [14] . In chaos-based image encryption, many confusion and diffusion techniques are reported in the literature such as DNA-based encryption [2] , dynamic random growth technique [15] , non-adjacent coupled map lattices system [16] , etc. A new image encryption algorithm called the Tent-Logistic map-based Data Encryption Algorithm (TL-DEA) is reported in [14] . It adopts the substitution-permutation network that operates on the pixels, under two rounds. Firstly, the image is decomposed into fixed-length data blocks. Then, substitution and permutation processes are carried out on these blocks using the Tent-Logistic map.
Cellular automata (CA) are another essential dynamical system which has gained much attention from researchers in recent years. Efficient modeling of various physical, biological, and mathematical systems was performed using CA simulation. Stephen Wolfram, who for the first time, introduced the concept of cryptography using CA in 1985 [17] . Since then, many research work in this direction were presented including [18] - [21] , which mainly aims at designing cryptosystems for encrypting digital images using CA. However, more robust and efficient cryptographic schemes were achieved using a combination of chaotic systems and CA [22] - [24] . [25] used the quadtree decomposition strategy for decomposing the image into several blocks at multiple levels and then reversible memory cellular automata (MCA) are used to induce confusion and diffusion in the original image. In [26] , a mixture of chaos-based systems and CA is used for image encryption along with the quadtree decomposition strategy. Secret key streams are generated using LTS chaotic sequences, and an improved (one-dimensional) 1D chaotic system is used for bit level permutation in confusion phase. Then a combination of chaotic system and reversible MCA is used for inducing diffusion. Hash functions are an important cryptographic tool that computes a fixed length digest of plaintext, known as hash value [27] . This unique representation of the message can be considered as the fingerprint of the input plaintext. It is a one-way function in the sense that once the message is hashed it is impossible to recover the plaintext back from its hash value. Due to its crucial features, hash functions find application in many fields like message authentication codes and digital signatures. In cryptography, it is widely used for storing password hashes and key derivation.
This paper presents an efficient and robust image cryptosystem that combines chaos-based system and reversible MCA to encrypt/decrypt a digital image. Key streams are derived using a 1D chaotic map and an image dependent hash value generated by hash function SHA-256. The cryptographic scheme involves three stages of encryption. Firstly, to induce diffusion, image pixels are bitwise XORed with a chaotic sequence using Logistic-Sine (LS) map. The permutation of image pixels is then carried out using a pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) to induce confusion. Finally, the resulting image is split into four blocks of equal size using the quadtree decomposition strategy, and a fourth order reversible MCA is applied to them. These four blocks are considered as the initial configurations of the MCA, and the transition rules are determined using the chaotic map. This yields four output configurations constitute the final cipher image. Both confusion and diffusion are introduced in this phase. The performance analysis of the proposed encryption scheme and those of some well-known encryption schemes are provided in this paper. The given results demonstrate that the proposed scheme has a sound balance between the low complexity and the high level of security. It is worth noting that, trials to reduce the complexity of the proposed algorithm using a lower order MCA, give weaker performances.
The main contributions of this paper are the followings. First, to the best of our knowledge, no previous study has taken advantage of the fourth order 1D MCA to improve the efficiency of the classic diffusion-confusion architecture (i.e., the bit-wise XOR operation and the pixel-wise random permutation). Computer simulations show that the proposed combination CA-chaos, compared to a set of recently published works, gives competitive performances with a lower level of complexity. Second, the secret key (i.e., the initial condition and the control parameter) of the 1D chaotic map are generated using the 256-bit long hash value of the original image, this reliance boosted the sensitivity to minor changes in the original image or the initial keys, and then insured a high immunity to known/chosen plaintext attacks. Third, the time complexity of the proposed encryption scheme is significantly reduced as it employed a one-dimensional map instead of higher-dimensional ones and one iteration of the fourth order 1D MCA.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The preliminaries, including CA and chaotic system, are presented in Section II. Section III describes the proposed scheme, the analysis of which is provided in Section IV. Finally, concluding remarks are reached in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. CELLULAR AUTOMATA
CA is a class of discrete dynamical system invented by John von Neumann [28] based on local rules. Using CA, emergence and complex behavior of a wide variety of natural systems can be demonstrated [29] . There are four elements of CA that define the overall structure and working of a cellular automaton:
1) A grid of identical objects called cells arranged in a circular register. Each of these cells assumes a finite number of states. 2) The cell states.
3) The neighborhood of a cell. 4) The transition rules that determine how a cell state changes over time. The grid of cells, in general, can be a 1D or 2D array. The output obtained at discrete time intervals is another grid of the same size as input. These grids, usually known as CA configurations, form a pattern when visualized after serially stacking them for multiple iterations. The patterns can be categorized into four classes based on the behavior of subsequent configurations [30] , [31] . Class 1 includes pattern with simple behavior in which a uniform final state is obtained irrespective of the initial configuration. In class 2, different final states are possible, but the pattern consists of simple structures that either remains same forever or repeats itself after few iterations. The behavior of class 3 is completely random in the sense that the location and frequency of structures formed in the pattern are quite unpredictable. And finally, the behavior of class 4 is a combination of order and randomness. Example of pattern from each of the above-mentioned classes for a 1D CA is shown in Fig. 1 . In cryptography, we can exploit the property of randomness from class 3, for inducing confusion and diffusion in the ciphertext. is 2r + 1. r is also called the radius. Generally, the transition rule is defined as follows
where S t i represents the state of i th cell at discrete time t and F is a function of states of the neighborhood of cell i. A configuration C i with cell size N is defined as the set of all the cell states at a given time t as follows
The discrete time at which a configuration is defined is known as a generation. Cell state at generation t is the function of states of neighborhood at generation t − 1. Working of the simplest possible 1D CA with cell states 0 or 1 and radius r = 1 is depicted in Fig. 2 . Since neighborhood size, in this case, is 3, there are 2 3 = 8 possible ways in which it can be configured as shown in Fig. 2 . For each of the neighborhood pattern in the current generation, a binary output is assigned to the cell in the next generation. So, in this case, a set of eight binary digits, known as ruleset, is needed for rule formation. Again, since the number of possible ways in which these rulesets can be configured is 28, there are 256 rules following which next configuration can be obtained. The ruleset shown in Fig. 2 is known as Rule-30 as the decimal equivalent of binary digits is 30.
2) MEMORY CELLULAR AUTOMATA
Standard CA discussed in the previous section are memoryless. That is, the states of the configuration at generation t depend only on the states of the configuration at generation t − 1. However, there is another class of CA in which the states of the configuration at generation t not only depend on the generation at t − 1 but also on the previous generations. Such class of CAs is known as memory cellular automata, MCA. MCA exhibit the property of reversibility which ensures the recovery of the original configuration using inverse MCA. A k th order MCA implies that configuration at generation t, C t depends on configurations of k previous generations C t−1 , C t−2 , . . . C t−k . Also, it is VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. CA evolution and ruleset.
evident that to ensure the reversibility of a k th order MCA, k − 1 transition rules are sufficient to retrieve the original configuration [25] . Therefore, an MCA of order k is defined as follows
where F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F k−1 are the transition rules and ⊕ denotes the bit-XOR operation. (3) is reversible for any set of transition rules, and the corresponding inverse MCA is defined by
where P t−i , i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k} are the possible configurations of the inverse MCA. The reversibility of MCA can be proved as follows. Let the configuration C t is obtained by applying k th order MCA on k previous configurations C t−1 , C t−2 , . . . , C t−k using (3). We prove that configurationC t−k can be recovered from k latest configurations C t , C t−1 , . . . , C t−k+1 using the inverse MCA defined by (4) . It should be noted that configurations are placed in reverse order while applying the inverse MCA. That is,
Therefore, (4) follows
substituting value of C t in (5) from (3), we get
Hence, the configuration C t−k can always be recovered by the MCA defined by (4) using C t , C t−1 , . . . , C t−k+1 configurations. Therefore, (4) represents the inverse MCA defined by (3).
B. THE LOGISTIC-SINE MAP
The LS map is a 1D nonlinear combination of two existing seed maps, namely the Logistic map and the Sine map [32] . It is mathematically defined by
where α ∈ (0, 4] is the control parameter and x 0 ∈ (0, 1) is the seed. The bifurcation diagram and the Lyapunov exponent of the LS map are illustrated in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. An analysis reported in [32] shown the excellent chaoticness of (7). It was reached that the LS map outperforms its corresponding seed maps (i.e., the Logistic map and the Sine map). First, the output sequences of (7) spread out in the whole range of the seed x 0 ∈ (0, 1). That is, the LS map has a uniform distribution within (0, 1) (cf. Fig. 3(a) ). Second, the Lyapunov exponent of (7) is always greater than 0 in the entire range of the control parameter α ∈ (0, 4] (cf. Fig. 3(b) ). However, the Lyapunov exponents of its corresponding seed maps are positive only in limited ranges. Finally, the Lyapunov exponent of the LS map is always larger than those of its seed maps. Considering all the above, the LS map outperforms its seed maps and is purely chaotic in the whole range of the secret key (i.e., control parameter and seed).
C. THE BACKGROUND OF COMBINING CA AND CHAOTIC MAP
Knowing that complexity does not imply performance, our paper aims at achieving better performance with the minimum of operations. This belongs to the background of the development of real-time applications and their implementation. With the purpose of improving complexity, the design of the proposed encryption scheme is based on the selection of efficient operations while avoiding rounds (for both key generation and encryption steps).
With the descriptions provided in subsection II.A, one can note that the evolution pattern of CAs matches well the principles of confusion and diffusion required by any encryption scheme obeying the well-known diffusion-confusion architecture. Using CA, confusion and diffusion are achieved jointly and without loop neither on key generation nor on encryption steps. Through preliminary tests, we noted that (i) CA with a high number of iterations increases substantially its time complexity (ii) utilizing only CA with a lower number of iterations does not lead to competitive performance, especially for sensitivity tests. For this reason, we made use of a chaotic map to further improve the diffusion in the proposed algorithm. We remind that the main feature of chaotic maps is their high sensitivity to initial conditions, which makes them very useful in encryption schemes due to enhancing diffusion.
The paper presents a new architecture of image encryption scheme which takes benefit from both memory CA and chaos advantages, and the consideration of the complexity side in our proposal promotes its integration in real-time systems.
III. PROPOSED IMAGE ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM
In this section, we describe in detail the proposed scheme for both encryption and decryption. The encryption/decryption scheme involves a series of prominent cryptographic techniques including MCA, hash functions, chaotic systems, and random permutation. A hash function is used in the proposed scheme to get a unique signature of the original image. The hash value corresponding to the original image is used for derivation of various system parameters and keys required at different stages of encryption/decryption. Generation details of these keys are further discussed in this section. In our algorithm, the SHA-256 is employed, a custom designed cryptographic hash function that generates a 256-bit hash value.
At first, a string of hash value is generated, and its first 212 bits are split into four substrings of unequal lengths according to (8) - (11) . These substrings are then converted to their corresponding decimal values, h 1−52 , h 53−106 , h 107−158 , and h 159−212 . System parameters and the seeds of (7) are obtained using these decimal values as follows
where x 0 , α 0 , x 1 , and α 1 are the initial secret keys and h i−j denotes the decimal conversion of the substring taking from the i th bit to j th bit of the hash value.
A. KEY GENERATION
A reversible MCA of k th order requires k − 1 transition rules and k previous configurations to obtain the next configuration. Since we are employing a fourth order MCA, three transition rules are needed for the MCA operation. These rules are defined using a set of sub-keys generated by (7) with system parameters evaluated through (8) and (9) . The detailed procedure is described as follows. 1) Iterate (7) for l times (l ≥ 500) to avoid the transient effect using the control parameter α 0 and the seed x 0 . Continue iterating (7) 16×3 times to get the sequence e. 2) Map e from [0, 1] to [0, 255] according to (12) , which yields the sequence q.
q = e × 10 15 mod 256
3) Convert q into its binary form k, a sequence of length 16 × 3 × 8 = 384 bits. Then, divide k into 3 subsequences of 128 bits each to obtain the sub-keys set 
B. ENCRYPTION PROCESS
In this section stepwise procedure of the proposed encryption scheme, illustrated in Fig. 4 , is described in detail. The overall process is composed of three phases under one round. First, a M × N chaotic matrix is generated using (7), M and N are the rows and columns of the original image. This matrix is then mapped into a suitable range and bit-wise XORed with the original image. The resulting image is then undergoing pixel-wise permutation. Finally, a fourth order reversible MCA is applied on the permuted image, which yields the encrypted image.
1) BIT-WISE CHAOTIC DIFFUSION
The original image is first bit-wise XORed with a chaotic matrix as follows.
• Iterate (7) M × N + 500 times with the control parameter α 1 and the seed x 1 . By ignoring the first 500 values and rearrange the rest, a M × N chaotic matrix S is obtained.
• Map S from [0, 1] to {0, 1, 2, . . . , 255} according to the following H = S × 10 15 mod 256.
• Perform bit-wise XOR operation between H and the original image P by
Simply, the bit-wise chaotic diffusion is referred as
2) PIXEL-WISE RANDOM PERMUTATION
In this step, P 1 undergoes a pixel-wise random permutation in which its pixels are permuted using a PRNG. Positions of the pixels are updated according to a random sequence w obtained using Algorithm 1. This yields the permuted image P 2 .
Algorithm 1 Pixel-Wise Random Permutation
Input: Number of pixels n = M × N and seed of the PRNG sd. Output: Permuted indices w.
1: w = 1 2: prn = PRNG(n, sd) {PRNG(.) can be any pseudo-random number generator} 3: for i = 2 to n do 4:
The operation of pixel-wise random permutation is referred as
3) FOURTH ORDER MCA Image P 2 is split into four The transition rules of the MCA are derived using sub-keys k 1 , k 2 , and k 3 . The final configurations are obtained after applying the MCA evolution mechanism during r iterations. Therefore, these configurations are transformed into their decimal forms, rearranged into M 2 × N 2 matrices, and merged to obtain the encrypted image C. The fourth Order MCA mechanism is referred as
C. THE DECRYPTION PROCESS
To properly recover the original image, a total of six parameters must be transmitted to the decryption side. These parameters include the seeds and system parameters of the LS map (cf. x 0 , α 0 , x 1 , and α 1 ), the seed of the PRNG (cf. sd), and the 256-bit hash value of the original image. The receiver can now generates the parameters x 0 , α 0 , x 1 , and α 1 through (1)- (4). The decryption process, illustrated in Fig. 5 , is performed in the reverse order of the encryption process. An encrypted image C can be recovered as
where D is the decrypted image and F
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To show the effectiveness of the proposed encryption scheme, a set of tests have been performed. These tests include key space analysis, statistical analysis, sensitivity analysis, robustness analysis, and time complexity analysis. Note that the proposed scheme can be immediately applied to any image formats. One hundred of standard 8-bit grayscale images of size 512 × 512 are used as benchmarking [33] . This image database is thought to be the largest database ever to have used for evaluating an image cryptosystem. The seeds and the control parameters of (7), i.e., x 0 , α 0 , x 1 , and α 1 are fixed at 0.2, 1.99, 0.7, and 2.75, respectively. The seed of the PRNG is chosen to be 0.3. The number of iterations used for the MCA is n = 1. As they contain new concepts and present high performances surpassed most of the previous works, some state-of-the-art algorithms from [14] , [25] , [34] are selected for comparison with the proposed algorithm. It should be emphasized that the algorithm from [34] employs a new cryptographic technique, namely image filtering. Indeed, the images are encrypted using block-based scrambling and image filtering. The block-based scrambling consists of dividing the image into blocks and randomly shuffling the pixels of each block. In image filtering, random masks are employed to filter the shuffled image.
A. KEY SPACE ANALYSIS
An encryption scheme should possess a large key space to resist brute-force attacks. In the proposed encryption scheme, the key space consists of:
• The seeds x 0 , x 1 and the control parameters α 0 , α 1 (cf. (7)).
• The seed sd of the PRNG (cf. Algorithm 1).
• The 256-bit long hash value. Assuming that the computational precision of the 64-bit double-precision numbers is 2 −49 , the possible values of x 0 are more than 2 49 , as are the values of x 1 , α 0 , α 1 , and sd. The complexity of the currently best known practical collision attack on the SHA-256 hash function is 2 128 . Therefore, the key space is larger than 373 bits, which rendered impossible any potential brute-force attacks.
B. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 1) UNIFORMITY OF THE BIT DISTRIBUTION WITHIN EACH BIT-PLANE
A bit-plane of an image represents the set of bits corresponding to a bit position of the binary representations of the pixels. Indeed, the pixels of a grayscale image are usually encoded into 8 bits, and hence there are eight bit-planes corresponding to each grayscale image. It has been found that the distribution of bit-planes of a natural image regarding the percentage of 1's and 0's is usually nonuniform because of the shapes and texture present in the image. However, this distribution should be highly uniform (the expected value is 50%) in case of an encrypted image because of bit-level randomness introduced by diffusion and confusion in each bit-plane. Therefore a secure cryptosystem should introduce as much uniformity in the bit distribution as possible within each of its bit-plane. Table 1 shows the mean and variance of the percentage of 1's in different original images and their encrypted counterparts for different algorithms. It is observed that our scheme leads to the best mean percentage of 1's in five bit-planes. The studied algorithms exhibit identical variances, in which they are almost equal to zero with the exception of the algorithm from [25] where the variance is somewhat larger than zero.
2) CORRELATION OF ADJACENT PIXELS
In an original image, the correlation between neighboring pixels is always high as every pixel follows a certain pattern. However, this correlation should be sufficiently low in an VOLUME 7, 2019 encrypted image to ensure randomness and unpredictability among the cipher image pixels. The correlation among pixels can be exploited by a cryptanalyst for statistical attacks to recover the secret key and subsequently the original image. Therefore to make the encryption scheme secure, adjacent pixels should be uncorrelated.
Correlation analysis of the original and encrypted images is performed by computing and comparing 3000 pairs of two adjacent pixels in horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions. These pixels are randomly selected from the original and cipher images. The correlation coefficient between two neighboring pixels can be calculated using the following formula:
where a i and b i are the grayscale values of two randomly neighboring pixels, K is the total number of (a i , b i ) combinations obtained from the image, and E{.} denotes the expected value of a random variable. Table 2 reports the mean of absolute values of the correlation coefficients in the horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions from the original and encrypted images. It is observed that, in all directions, the obtained correlation coefficients are quite close to one for the original images, and are quite close to zero for their encrypted ones. Therefore, the neighboring pixels of the original images are uncorrelated, and this for all directions. Similar results are shown graphically in Figs. 6(a)-(c) and Figs. 6(d)-(f) which plot the correlation coefficients between pixel pairs in the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions of the original and encrypted images of Cameraman, respectively. As a result, the proposed algorithm can successfully cancel the correlation between adjacent pixels, which makes correlation-based attacks impossible.
3) HISTOGRAM AND CHI-SQUARE TEST
An image histogram is a graphical representation of the distribution of pixel intensities in the image. It gives an idea about the image content concerning the intensity range of the image pixels. Most of the original images have a nonuniform histogram, however, a well-encrypted image reflects a uniform histogram to conceal the intensity information. Fig. 7 shows the original images of Cameraman and Airplane along with their histograms, while the corresponding cipher images and their histograms are shown in Fig. 8 . It can be observed from the figures that the encrypted image histograms are fairly uniform and completely different from that of the corresponding original images.
Chi-square test [35] , [36] is performed to check the extent of equiprobable frequency counts (H 0 -null hypothesis), that is, how much the distribution of encrypted image's histogram matches with the uniform distribution. It can be calculated as follows
66402 VOLUME 7, 2019 Table 3 shows the Chi-square test of histograms (mean, variance and success rate), with a significance level of 0.05, for different algorithms. It is obvious from the table that the proposed algorithm outperforms, with a success rate of 97%, the comparative algorithms. Therefore, the proposed algorithm can remove spatial redundancies in the original image, and then, no useful information can be found to apply histogram-based attacks. It is worth noting that, in literature, histogram analysis is often performed as a hypothesis test. However, some works present the analysis using variance calculation [37] .
4) GLOBAL ENTROPY
Global entropy is evaluated to perform statistical measurement of randomness in the image usually to characterize the texture of the image. The global entropy of a source X is given by
where K is the number of symbols in X and p(x i ) is the probability of symbol x i . A high value of entropy correspond to high randomness in the image while the predictability of the information rises as the entropy of image gets lower. The optimum entropy (i.e., 8 bits) is obtained when the pixels are equiprobable, which means a uniform distribution of the pixels. The global entropies (mean and variance) of the studied algorithms are reported in Table 4 . The proposed algorithm and the ones from [14] , [34] present similar global entropy values that approach to the optimum value, while the obtained entropy for the algorithm in [25] is a bit far from the optimum value. Consequently, the information loss from the proposed algorithm is negligible.
5) LOCAL ENTROPY
Local Shannon entropy is evaluated to measure the image's randomness qualitatively rather than quantitative measure (as for the global entropy) that cannot necessarily guarantee the randomness of the image [38] . The calculation of the local entropy is detailed in [38] . Comparison of local entropies is reported in Table 5 , where the proposed algorithm and those from [14] , [34] have average local entropies approximately equal to the optimum value, 7.9024693 [38] .
C. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 1) KEY SENSITIVITY
A secure encryption scheme should be sensitive to the secret keys such that even a tiny change in the keys should completely change the encrypted image as well as the decrypted one. Fig. 9 (a) shows a comparison of the mean Hamming distances as a function of the number of altered bits in the secret keys cf. (7) . During this test, the indices of the n (n = 1, . . . , 10) altered bits as well as the 512×512 images are randomly generated under 200 iterations. It is seen that even a single altered bit, the proposed algorithm and the one from [34] are quite close to the optimal value of 0.5. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is extremely sensitive to minor change within its secret keys, and the avalanche effect is reached. Moreover, it is noted that the algorithm reported in [25] fails in this test and presents critical security issues. 
2) PLAINTEXT SENSITIVITY
An encryption scheme should be sensitive to plaintext such that even one-bit change in the original image yields a completely different cipher image. Cryptosystems with better plaintext sensitivity are less prone to chosen plaintext attacks where more than one original images are encrypted to analyze the change in their corresponding cipher images. Fig. 9(b) shows a comparison of the mean Hamming distances as a function of the number of altered bits in the original image. During this test, the indices of the n (n = 1, . . . , 10) altered bits as well as the 512 × 512 images are randomly generated under 200 iterations. It is observed that even one altered bit, the proposed algorithm and the ones from [14] , [34] are quite close to the optimal value of 0.5. As a result, the proposed algorithm is quite sensitive to small change within the original image, and no useful information can be obtained from the algorithm. As for the algorithm in [25] there is a harmony between the obtained Hamming distances for plaintext and key sensitivity which supports the hypothesis of a potential vulnerability in the algorithm.
3) UACI AND NPCR
One of the well-known chosen-plaintext attacks is the differential attack. By analyzing how small changes in the original images can significantly affect the encrypted images, the differential attack reaches to find correlations between the original and encrypted images, which leads to deciphering the encrypted images without using the secret keys. The ability of an image cryptosystem to resist differential attacks can be quantitatively examined using the number of changing pixel rate (NPCR), and the unified averaged changed intensity (UACI). A high UACI/NPCR value corresponds to high resistance against various differential attacks [39] . For two encrypted images C 1 and C 2 generated from two original images with a one-pixel difference, the NPCR and UACI are defined as follows (23) where M and N denotes the image's width and height, respectively, and D(i, j) represents the difference between C 1 and C 2 which is given by
The NPCR and UACI (mean and variance) values are compared in Table 6 . As for the proposed algorithm, the mean values of NPCR and UACI are 99.6103% and 33.4615%, respectively. They are approximately equal to the theoretically ideal values of 99.6% and 33.4%, respectively. That is, the proposed algorithm possesses high immunity against differential attacks. For this test, the algorithm reported in [25] has the lowest perfromance, while the proposed algorithm and the tested ones from [14] , [34] have competitive performances.
D. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS 1) OCCLUSION ATTACK
Ciphered images are inevitably affected by occlusions during transmission. Quality of the decrypted image sharply deteriorates as the occlusion size increases. Therefore an encryption scheme should be robust enough to resist such occlusion attacks. Figs Table 7 quantitatively compares the effect of these occlusion attacks on the decrypted images by measuring the PSNR (mean) between the original and the decrypted images. It is evident that the proposed algorithm performs better against the occlusion attacks.
2) NOISE ATTACK
An encrypted image gets affected by several noises during transmission through different channels. The robustness of an encryption scheme against these noises should be analyzed. Fig. 11 shows the effect of salt & pepper noise with various densities on the decrypted images of Cameraman.
As can see, the decrypted images are noisy but cognizable. Table 8 quantitatively compares the ability to defend noise attacks by evaluating the PSNR (mean) between original and decrypted images subjected to salt & pepper noises. It is found that the proposed algorithm outperforms algorithms from [14] , [25] , [34] in withstanding noise attacks.
E. KNOWN-PLAINTEXT AND CHOSEN-PLAINTEXT ATTACKS
In known-plaintext attack (KPA), the cryptanalyst has access to both cipher image and its corresponding original image, VOLUME 7, 2019 which allows him to recover secret information such as secret keys, and thus break the cipher [40] . As for the chosen-plaintext attack (CPA), the attacker selects an arbitrary original image, and then he got its cipher version [40] . Doing so, the attacker tries to obtain the secret keys or to develop an algorithm that allows him to decipher an encrypted image that was encrypted using these keys but without actually accessing the keys. In the proposed algorithm, the SHA-256 hash value of the input image is employed to generate the secret keys of (7). So, when the input image changes the secret keys change too as is the output image. That is, an attacker cannot get sensitive information about the encryption by ciphering some special images. Therefore, the proposed algorithm possess high ability in resisting chosen-plaintext and known-plaintext attacks. During a hacking attempt, the attacker profit from encrypting all white and all black images since they completely disable the permutation/substitution process. Various statistical and differential analysis of the proposed algorithm for all white and all black images are showcased in Fig. 12 and Table 9 , which contains a comparison with other tested algorithms. It is clear that the proposed algorithm produces unrecognizable images with uniform histograms, zero correlations, global and local entropies quite close to the optimal values of 8 and 7.9024693, respectively, and NPCR and UACI values approximate to the expected ones of 99.6% and 33.4%, respectively. The comparative algorithms fail in ciphering all black image. Considering all the above, the proposed scheme performs better against chosen-plaintext and known-plaintext attacks.
F. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The time complexity orders and their orders of magnitude for a 512 × 512 grayscale image are compared in Table 10 .
The details of complexity computation are available in [14] and [25] , L = MN and n = 1, respectively.
Appendix V. It is shown from Table 10 that the proposed algorithm and the one from [25] have the same order of magnitude of computational complexity. Moreover, the algorithms from [14] , [34] are the slowest ones.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a fast and efficient image encryption scheme that combines two familiar dynamical systems: chaotic map and cellular automata. The process is composed of a key generation layer followed by a diffusion-confusion layer and a fourth order 1D MCA, under one round. The secret keys of the LS map are derived using the SHA-256 hash value of the original image, leading to produce one-time keystreams. This fostered a high sensitivity to small alterations in the original image, and hence guaranteed an excellent ability in defending chosen-plaintext and known-plaintext attacks. The keystream of the diffusion process and the transition rules of the fourth order 1D MCA are both derived from the LS map. The diffusion-confusion layer consists of a bit-wise XOR operation followed by a pixel-wise random permutation. The resulting image is decomposed into four blocks according to the quadtree decomposition strategy. Then, a fourth order MCA is applied, the blocks obtained from the quadtree decomposition are considered as the initial MCA configurations. Performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated using several analyses such as key space analysis, statistical analysis, sensitivity analysis, robustness analysis, and complexity analysis. We found that the proposed algorithm is fast running and can efficiently resisting all kind of attacks, which gives a better performance/complexity tradeoff, in particular with regard to the selected state-of-the-art algorithms. Furthermore, the lower computational complexity makes our encryption scheme prominent for real-time applications and hardware implementation. Table 11 reports a count of occurrences of each operation according to MN , the number of pixels. [14] 's encryption algorithm calls searching and sorting operations. Let a vector of k elements, searching is of time complexity O(k), and sorting is of average time complexity k log(k) if one considers the quicksort algorithm [41] . The proposed algorithm and the one in [34] use randomly generated numbers. To derive their time complexities, we assume a linear congruential generator since it is widely used as a uniform random number generator [42] . About SHA-256 hash algorithm, note that the algorithm has an entry size of 512 bits and a constant number of operations. After gathering the operations given by Table 11 , then ignoring lower-orders terms, complexity orders are expressed as
4 −i MN for [25] O ((27n + 20)MN ) for our proposed algorithm.
To make the comparison easier, let simplify the time complexity of [25] . The term
is, in fact, a geometric series with common ratio 1 4 , the sum then becomes
Disregarding the lower-order term, the derived complexity order of [25] is simplified as O ((36n + 2)MN ). It is worth noting that, since 36n + 2 ≥ 27n + 20 ∀n ≥ 2, complexity order of our proposed encryption algorithm is lower than that of [25] for n greater than 2.
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